
Tapas tours with local foodies in Madrid,
Cordoba, Granada, and Seville

Behind-the-scenes encounters with local
artisans in Madrid, Cordoba, & Seville, who
explain in colorful detail what goes into their
craft

An evening in the company of a flamenco
dancer, with an informal chat over tapas
followed by a live show at a buzzing tablao
venue in Madrid

Day trip to Toledo, a World Heritage City of
Three Cultures, and former Spanish capital

Behind-the-Scenes Tour & Dinner: a meal at
Botin, the world's oldest restaurant, and visit to
its centuries-old cellars

Exclusive Access Experience: Private, informal
concert from local flamenco guitar legend in
Cordoba

Exclusive Access Experience: Private olive oil
tasting & dinner with acclaimed chef in Cordoba

Fast-track Access Tours: Prado museum in
Madrid, the Great Mosque in Cordoba, the
Alhambra in Granada, & the Alcazar in Seville

Exclusive Access Experience: Cooking class &
dinner hosted by local Sevillana at her private
home with Cathedral views from the terrace

Highlights

 

In the Footsteps of Al-Andalus: 

Minarets and Masterpieces
 

A 10 Day Private Tour through Andalusia:

from Madrid & Toledo, to Cordoba, Granada, & Seville

10 days, you choose when to go

Soaring bell towers, intricate mosaics, vivid fields
of saffron, fragrant groves of almonds and
oranges – the Spanish landscape still bears
gorgeous traces of Al-Andalus, the Islamic
dominion that once covered most of the Iberian
peninsula. The southern cities of Granada,
Córdoba, and Seville were all mighty seats of
power that today stand as portals to a bygone
world, which you will enter on this immersive
tour of the region now known as Andalusia.

Our historians will walk and talk you through the
dreamlike palaces and gardens of Granada’s
Alhambra citadel, the ancient passageways of
Córdoba, the geometries of the Giralda minaret
that looms above Seville. You’ll also learn how
the shared heritage of three distinct civilizations
– Christian, Moorish, Jewish – made this fertile
ground for a hybrid creative culture that still
flourishes today by way of art, music, and food. 

Eat tapas dishes based on medieval recipes.
Watch flamenco shows rooted in age-old gypsy
traditions. Meet merchants and artisans whose
skills and trades date back to the days when Al-
Andalus was the academic, economic centre of
the globe. Each experience is made personal by
our guides and contacts, all local experts with a
deep knowledge and abiding love of the south.
You’ll see the centre too though, exploring the
cities of Madrid and Toledo, former outposts of
the Arabian caliphate that became the capitals
of Catholic Spain, and now serve as
neighbouring hubs of rich history, world-class
gastronomy, and thrilling nightlife.  

https://hs-6691446.t.hubspotfree-hj.net/e2t/tc/VW9vNs4Pbqq0W5_0ML43TSVn3W5yX2x94t8wvqN6wcHqX3lGnpV1-WJV7CgJG3W21jx0w1GWcpLW4VfpKH20NZPmVfZvpH68hHrTW4QMbWS32LfjmW11Y_jz7M1h6DW3LpThK8YcClyW3vxp335z0JklW7N0HvK1Z7TZbW28sZzy6RjHKTVwRjFb21LqkNW4lKTg58V9JkKW9dtvFV5M1PBLW8sNKb-6SzsYzW6RHclP2GcbfyW3FMVFb4ClmNZW7fXk5X2t2V8FW7HqPVy9cxj95W2LzR5683X014N3zzJY0qbW0vW4ZHZ0j5MN7RzW8TxK2H97r5X0W6wHQ257dx8jPN16mFXn-By4dW9cf5Sp2l_xdqN1v2Z7-Rlc3yW5DPjgF8Y4DYK3mlf1


Day 2. Special Access Artisans Tour & Behind-the-
Scenes Flamenco Uncovered Dinner & Show
10am-2pm Where other city centres have been
dominated by generic high-street flagships and chain
stores, Madrid maintains its proud tradition of
independent commerce by way of small, family-run
businesses that have become valued institutions over
the decades (or centuries). Today you’ll meet local
artisans possessed of an infectious love and enthusiasm
for their city and trade. Visit the only shop in the world
to exclusively sell the Spanish cape, with Picasso and
Carolina Herrera among the list of past clients. Then
learn just how much painstaking artistry and
craftsmanship goes into the building and shaping of the
Spanish classical and flamenco guitars at a specialist
workshop run by masters of that tradition. 

Day 1. Prado Museum & Tapas Tour
Greeted on arrival by your chauffeur, you’re taken to the
five-star, Urso Hotel & Spa. This gives you a luxury base
in the charming neighborhood of Alonso Martinez, a
short walk from the central Plaza del Sol and adjoining
elegant neighbourhoods Salesas and Salamanca. In the
immediate vicinity there’s a thriving local market, streets
lined with high-end boutiques, and a mix of Madrid’s
famously hip bars and relaxed café terraces.   

12pm-4pm or 6pm-10pm Depending on your arrival
time, our art historian will meet you in the lobby at
midday or in the early evening for a guided tour of the
emblematic Museo del Prado. That monumental
treasure house was built on the collections of bygone
Spanish kings and queens, with masterpieces by some
of the most blazing talents in European art from the
Middle Ages to the edge of Modernism: Bosch, Rubens,
El Greco, and of course Madrid’s own Royal Court
painters Velázquez and Goya. 

Fine art by dead geniuses is best followed by good food
in lively company, so next it’s on to a couple of our
favourite local tapas bars. They’re casual places but they
have their own customs in terms of ordering etiquette,
which you can quickly pick up with a little expert
guidance over cold beers, robust wines, and platters of
Madrid tavern classics like pulpo a la gallega, pimientos
del padrón, and jamón ibérico. 

Day 3. Toledo & Behind-The Scenes Tour: Botin
Experience Farewell Tour & Dinner 
9.30am-1.30pm The morning begins with a quick
30-minute train ride across the meseta plain from
Madrid to Toledo, where your guide meets you on
the platform. An ancient, atmospheric city that
forever conjures images of swords and witches in
the minds of Spaniards, it was slowly fused together
by three distinct cultures to become the country’s
medieval capital. You dig through the layers at the
city’s cathedral, which stands on the site of a former
mosque that was in turn built over a Visigoth church.
The nearby temple of Santa Maria la Blanca is a
thousand-year-old synagogue beautifully designed
by Muslim stonemasons and later given a Christian
title, while another synagogue, the Transito, now
houses a museum on the rich, turbulent history of
Spain’s Sephardic Jews. Toledo was also the adoptive
home to the wandering Renaissance painter known
as El Greco, whose phantasmic visions included the
Burial of the Count of Orgaz. Now on display at
Santo Tome Church, that masterpiece makes a
hallucinatory highlight of the tour, and serves as a
primer on the city’s art history. Then you can take a
little free time to walk around before your train back
to Madrid. 

7pm-10pm Sobrino de Botin is listed in the Guiness
Book of Records as the world’s oldest restaurant,
founded by a Frenchman in 1725 and renowned for
slow-roasting sucking pigs in a clay oven where the
fire is said to have burned undimmed for almost
three centuries. After meeting a member of our
Insider’s team outside its iconic wood-fronted 

There are many other skilled hands at work in
leatherware and other specialised trades around the
city, and we tend to drop in on a few more of these
experts depending on time and availability.

7pm-10pm The dancer moves like a slow flame or a
sudden explosion on the stage. The guitarist watches
her feet and picks up her rhythm. 
The singer cheers or laments as the mood demands.
And their energy travels across the room, into the
blood and bones of the audience. This is flamenco –
a spontaneous artform of unspoken codes and
intuitions, which aspires to a form of folkloric magic
known as the duende. Our own flamenco dancer
and local guide recounts these mysteries over dinner
in a charming tapas bar, before a 5 minute walk to
our favorite tablao venue for a thrilling live
performance of the art itself.

In the Footsteps of Al-Andalus: 
Minarets and Masterpieces

 
10 Day Itinerary:



Day 5. Mosque & Special Access Artisans Tour,
Evening Olive Oil tasting with Private Chef Dinner
10am-2pm The abiding magnificence of Córdoba
reposes in the Great Mosque, that stunning feat of
Islamic architecture, engineering, and devotional
decoration. First built in 785 it was made a Catholic
cathedral after the city was recaptured by Christian
armies in 1236, but many of its original features were
left intact, their ghostly beauty preserved within the new
Gothic structure. Explore this immense temple, with its
ethereal vault lofted on hundreds of arched marble
pillars, and learn about its historic significance while
feeling the power of the place ring in your bones. 

After decompressing with a stop for refreshment ,
you’re introduced to three passionate local artists. 

Day 6. Travel Day: Cordoba to Granada & Alhambra
Tour
Your driver takes you to the train station for a two-hour
journey across the dramatic ridges and interior forests of
Andalusia to the mountain-ringed ancient city of
Granada. A local chauffeur then brings you to the
Alhambra Palace hotel. The oldest five-star hotel in Spain,
it was built to reflect the original opulence of the
Alhambra citadel itself, for the benefit of aristocratic
travellers in the early 20th century. Renovated as recently
as 2017, it’s optimally aligned for spectacular views over
the city below, and the forest slopes that surround the
medieval palace and gardens.
 
4pm-7pm  The Nasrid Sultan Muḥammad ibn al-’Ahmar
founded the last Muslim dynasty in Spain, and built
another city in the sky over Granada. Originally a hilltop
fortress on Roman ruins, it grew into a complex of
palaces, gardens, bathhouses, and dwellings that seem to
float between the Sierra Nevada mountains behind and
the narrow streets below. Today, no-one visits Granada
without also seeing the Alhambra. Your guided visit takes
you deep inside one of the great expressions of Islamic
art and science – a wonder of engineering but also a
book of Arabic literature rendered into stone and marble,
with prayers and poems carved across the walls in florid
script. You pass through the Royal Complex, the Courts of
the Lions and the Myrtles, the Hall of the  

First, we enter the leather workshop of the only artisans
in the world who have upheld the same techniques and
traditions used in the 10th century – mixing leather with
gold to create sinuous pictures known as guadameci.
Next we visit a hatmaker, whose signature style and
method for custom-made cordobes hare and felt hats
has been passed down through a family line of specialists
since the 19th century. 

Our last stop is with a guitar luthier , whose masterful
hands have built and shaped over 700 guitars, many of
which have then been played by flamenco giants like
Paco Lucia and Grammy-winner Alejandro Sanz. Then it’s
back to the hotel for an afternoon at your leisure. 

8pm-10pm Nestled among hillside groves, Córdoba is
the world's second largest producer of olive oil, so you
can bid a gourmet kiss goodbye to the city by sampling
some of the finest specimens. Our designated venue is a
charming restaurant opening just for you. Your private
chef for the evening, Lorenzo, will present his own
curated pairings of some of the region’s finest oils and
wines, before you enjoy a tasting menu that uses those
oils as a kind of binding agent for his favourite Asian and
North African flavours, and his characteristic fusions of
local ingredients with exotic spices. 

 Day 4.  Travel Day: Madrid to Cordoba & Tapas
Tour with private guitar concert
Your driver takes you to Atocha station to board the
high speed AVE train for your two-hour journey south to
Córdoba, crossing the Castilian heartland and the
rugged, wooded hills of the Sierra de Andújar Natural
Park. You’re met on arrival for a short drive to the Hotel
Madinat, a beautifully restored and repurposed Manor
House from the 18th century. It’s practically in the
shadow of the Great Mosque at the heart of the city,
and decorative features from the Roman and Arabian
past are still visible in details like the elliptical well in the
hotel courtyard. 

8pm-10pm Get your bearings by strolling through the
city’s old Jewish quarter, with its latticework of narrow,
cobbled streets that transmit humming energy like live
cables. Thread your way between three hand-picked
local taverns for an introduction to Andalusian tapas
and wine, each dish offered with its own rich backstory.
Descend to a private wine cellar and stop for an
intimate Spanish guitar concert performed just for you
on a terrace overlooking the otherworldly Mesquita
tower. Our performing artist is an award-winning
maestro of a composer and player, a professor at
Córdoba's Conservatory of Music, and operator of a
long-running flamenco show at the renowned tablao
venue El Cardenal. 

facade, begin your evening with some of the richest
anecdotes about the place and its mythic former
patrons, from Goya to Ernest Hemingway and Jackie
Kennedy. Descend to the brickwork cellar and get a
rare, privileged peek into the medieval tunnels that run
beneath the restaurant and the historic square above.
We leave you in the care of our colleagues at Botin, as
you sit down to a tasting menu of the restaurant’s
classic dishes. 



Day 9. Seville Behind the Scenes & Tapas Tour,
Evening Cooking Workshop & Dinner in a Private
Home
9:30am-2:30pm Insider’s Tours are so named because
we take you off the well-trodden travel circuits to meet
the personalities who create, sustain and enliven local
culture. One highlight, in this case, is a highly specialised
flamenco dancer’s shop, where the veteran house
designer and seamstress creates dresses, shawls, and
shoes to suit the flamboyant requirements of that art.
Then we move on to the palace of the Countess Lebrija,
and the convent of Santa Paula where resident nuns
welcome you with a personal tour of their home, and its
spectacular art collection. Later, more of Andalusia’s
peerless tapas at two favourite Sevillano bars.

5pm-9pm You’re met at the hotel by your host for the
evening, a former international executive working in the
Spanish food export business. Realizing that her true
calling was to share the wonders of Spanish cuisine with
the wider world, she opened up her kitchen to make a
generous showcase of her skills and knowledge. The
short walk to her lovely top-floor flat crosses gorgeous
sightlines of city centre landmarks, before an aperitif
and some light bites over an introduction to the origins
and key ingredients of the coming feast. It will only taste
better because of the work you put in as you roll up
your sleeves to help prepare a comprehensive
Andalusian dinner menu. Think cool, refreshing
beetroot soup, shrimp in garlic sauce, mushrooms with
Iberian ham in sherry, and a classic seafood paella.
Savor the colorful and aromatic results alfresco, with
carefully selected wines, on a terrace overlooking the
cathedral. 

Day 10. Tour Conclusion
¡Hasta pronto! It’s see you again soon time! Your car
and driver meet you at your hotel to take you to the
airport and leave you for your flight home. *Transfer
time is flexible if you are extending your trip. 

Day 8. Travel day: Granada to Seville & World
Heritage Site Tour
It’s a short drive back to the train station for another
scenic train ride across Mediterannean terrain to Seville
– a journey of about two and a half hours. A chauffeur
then transfers you to your hotel, the Hospes las Casas
del Rey de Baeza. A restored 18th-century mansion in
the Andalusian style, it’s a landmark woven into the
fabric of Seville’s central historic district, where you can’t
go wrong just wandering the streets for a great place to
stop for lunch. 
  
4pm-7pm  As gateway to the New World, Seville was
once the glory of Renaissance Europe, and a treasure
house for the fortunes made in the Spanish Golden
Age. That legacy survives in the look and feel of the
21st-century city, palpable as you walk the banks of the
Guadalquivir River, past the Torre de Oro, the
Maestranza Bullring, and the San Telmo Palace. Take in
the stonecast splendour of the Royal Tobacco Factory,
smell the orange blossoms and jasmine growing in the
former royal orchards of Murillo gardens, and enter the
oldest Gothic church in the world at the Cathedral of
Santa Maria. Built on the site of the 12th-century Great
Mosque, it’s dominated by the skyscraping

 minaret turned bell tower of La Giralda, once the tallest
man-made structure in the medieval world. Finish the
tour with a visit to the Royal Alcazar, built for the
Christian king Peter on the site of a Moorish fortress.
Superimposing Gothic and Romanesque flourishes
across the original Arabesque design, it stands as one
of Spain’s most stunning examples of “mudejar”
architecture, still used today by the royal family as their
residence in Seville.

Day 7. Granada Walking & Tapas Tour
10:30am-2:30pm Your private guide meets you in the
hotel lobby to spirit you into the Albayzin. The city’s
medieval Moorish quarter that survives today as a
sideways maze of whitewashed houses, Moroccan-style
tea shops, and restaurants in traditional Arab carmen
gardens, spilling down the hillside on narrow, winding
laneways. Your visit proceeds into the gothic-romantic
atmosphere of the city’s 16th century Cathedral, which
houses the tombs of iconic Catholic monarchs, Queen
Isabella I and King Ferdinand II. Isabella was an avid art-
lover and the Chapel is decorated with her impressive
collection of Flemish, French, and Spanish paintings.
Absorbing so much history tends to generate an
appetite, and your guide has particular local favorites to
show you among the city’s storied taverns – Granada is
legendary among gourmands for the sheer generosity
of its tapas culture. 

Ambassadors, and finish in the Generalife gardens,
where herbs, flowers and water features were arranged
by royal botanists and landscapers to heighten the
senses and restore the health. As a Renaissance-era
bonus you can also take in the 16th-century Palace of
Charles V with its sweeping circular patio of colonnades. 



Price:    2-3 people, 5499€ per person
  4-6 people, 4669€ per person
7-10 people, 4369€ per person

Single Room Supplement: 1059€
 

Deposit: 500€ per person

What’s Included:
3 nights Urso Hotel & Spa, 5*, Madrid
2 nights Hotel Madinat, 4*, Cordoba
2 nights Hotel Alhambra Palace, 5*, Granada
3 nights Hotel Hospes las Casas del Rey de Baeza, 4*, Seville
*All breakfasts included

Luxury Car Service & Driver: One airport and all train station transfers (except day
trip to Toledo)
First Class train tickets Madrid to Cordoba, Cordoba to Granada, and Granada to
Seville

Two lunches & six dinners (wines included)
All privately guided visits, activities, and entrances mentioned in the itinerary
 
Not included
Airfare and flights; meals not mentioned above; travel insurance, gratuities for guides

** prices vary according to availability 

Contact:
Joanna Wivell
joanna@insiderstravel.io
Cell: +34 699493193 or 
UK Cell: +44 7341 641 874

In the Footsteps of Al-Andalus: 

Minarets and Masterpieces
 

A 10 Day Private Tour through Andalusia:

from Madrid & Toledo, to Cordoba, Granada, & Seville
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